Yeast multicellular colonies possess several traits that are absent from individual yeasts. These include the ability to synchronize colony population development and adapt its metabolism to different environmental changes, such as nutrient depletion. This, together with cell diversification to cell variants with distinct metabolic and other properties, contributes to the main goal of the colony population: to achieve longevity. In this respect, a benefit to individual cells is subordinated to the benefit to the whole population, exhibiting a kind of altruistic behaviour. For example, some colony cells located at particular positions undergo regulated cell dying and provide components to other cells located in more propitious areas. The enhancement of techniques that enable the in vivo investigation of three-dimensional spatiotemporal colony development may lead to new discoveries on metabolic differentiation and regulation in the near future.
Introduction
Most knowledge of yeast cell reproduction, aging and dying comes from laboratory investigations, where cells are often treated in liquid cultures grown under various conditions [1] [2] [3] [4] . The processes of aging, stress impact and yeast cell dying are thus usually investigated during a relatively short time window of several days, during which the yeast liquid culture develops through phases of exponential growth, diauxic shift and stationary phase. During such a period, the viability of liquid culture cells usually falls, considerably. For example, the ability of cells to reproduce declined to approximately 5 % after 10 days of cultivation in liquid complete synthetic dextrose medium [5] . Yeast populations under natural conditions, however, need to survive long periods of starvation and other environmental stresses. Therefore it appears not to be a coincidence that, in Nature, yeasts almost never grow as individuals in a liquid environment, but, in contrast, clearly prefer life within communities [6] , either attached to solid surfaces (colonies and biofilms) or as pellicles on liquid surfaces. Even under laboratory conditions, the viability of the yeast population of a colony is much better than the viability of cells from liquid cultivations. It was shown, for example, that colony population retained 90 % of its reproductive capability after 10 days of cultivation on complex respiratory solid medium, and it was only after 135 days that this capability decreased to 5 % [7] . What are, then, the mechanisms that contribute to the better prospects of a colony (and other attached) populations? Various findings indicate that mutual co-operation and synchronization of colony cells in space and time enables cell Key words: adaptation and longevity, ammonia signalling, quorum sensing, reactive oxygen species (ROS), stress defence and dying, yeast colony architecture and differentiation.
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diversification and the distribution of cells with specialized functions to particular positions within the structure [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . Some of the findings showing how specific properties and capabilities of a yeast colony population contribute to its stress resistance and longevity are discussed below.
Phases of yeast colony development
Yeast colonies, when growing on solid media, pass through developmental phases that are characterized by metabolic reprogramming [13] manifested, among others, in changes in extracellular pH from alkali to acidic and vice versa ( Figure 1A ). Alkali phases are characterized by the production of volatile ammonia, functioning as a quorum sensing signal participating in subsequent synchronization of population development [14, 15] . Populations respond to ammonia differently during different developmental phases. A short period of relatively weak ammonia production starts several hours after colony inoculation. A study of wild Saccharomyces cerevisiae strains forming structured biofilm colonies possessing features typical for yeast biofilms revealed that this first ammonia pulse is important for the mutual identification of individual microcolonies arising from one cell and subsequent co-operation in their development [16] . In such young colonies, the ammonia signal induces a dimorphic transition, i.e. a switch from oval yeast cells to monopolarly budding pseudohyphae, but only in those cells that are adjacent to the margins of neighbouring colonies ( Figure 1B ). This leads to their growth oriented in the direction of the neighbouring colony and consequent unification of colony neighbours [17] . In laboratory strains, smooth colonies are incapable of dimorphic transition, and the possible effect of ammonia on colony unification is difficult to evaluate.
The second major ammonia pulse occurs when colonies reach the stage of nutrient limitation. Depending on the yeast genera, this begins in 4-10-day-old colonies [14, 15] and occurs in both biofilm and laboratory strain colonies. The initial ammonia molecules start to be produced by the colony which probably first detected the limited nutrients (and possibly other stresses), and induces a burst of ammonia production in all colonies in the vicinity [14] (Figure 1C ). This ammonia production is linked to extensive changes in gene expression and global metabolic reprogramming of the developing colony [13] . These major changes comprise the activation of an adaptive metabolism, which is important for the long-term survival of the colony cell population. This includes the activation of some relatively unknown carbon metabolic pathways, amino acid catabolic pathways and peroxisomal fatty acid β-oxidation. This, together with the activation of some nutrient transporter systems (e.g. the carboxylic transporter Jen1p and others), indicates the activation of the colony's ability to consume at least some of the waste products, which had probably been excreted by cells earlier during colony growth. Parallel down-regulation of mitochondrial functions, particularly those connected with oxidative phosphorylation, probably helps colony cells to reduce stress caused by nutrient depletion leading to unbalanced amounts of metabolites entering the respiratory chain. The finding that both levels of ROS (reactive oxygen species) and expression and activity of stress defence systems gradually decrease after colonies switch to the second alkali phase [13] is in agreement with this presumption. The importance of ammonia-induced metabolic reprogramming was clearly documented using knockout strains lacking ammonia production. The colonies of such strains, e.g. a strain lacking the Sok2p transcription factor, are unable to induce the adaptive metabolism and die prematurely [18] ( Figure 1D ).
Cells and colonies are synchronized
Several lines of data suggest that proper development of the population requires communication and the synchronization of subsequent events, both within the colony and also among individual colonies. Synchronized development of cell subpopulations within a differentiated colony was documented by various lines of data showing that cells localized to particular regions (see below) synchronize the production of specific proteins [11, 12, 19] . Such synchronization is not clonal, i.e. dependent on an expression change in a particular cell ancestor, but reflects cell localization [11, 19] (Figure 1E ). These findings suggest a regulatory effect of some gradients of signalling molecules, nutrients or waste products controlling the metabolism of cells according to their position within the colony. In addition, recent findings on oscillations in the transmembrane potential of colony cells with circadian to infradian periodicity [7] implied that a colony population, although being relatively old and limited in nutrients, carefully controls the level of its average transmembrane potential, which is essential for maintaining cell integrity, ion homoeostasis and nutrient uptake. Oscillation profiles of the major developmental phases (first acidic, alkali and second acidic) are similar [7] , suggesting that they are not affected by the cell differentiation (see below).
Inter-colony communication was clearly documented by the finding that ammonia induces all colonies in the vicinity region to produce their own ammonia independently of their current developmental phase [14] , i.e. also much younger colonies in the early acidic phase can be prematurely induced. In this way, all colonies synchronize their ammonia production, metabolic reprogramming and consequently their development ( Figure 1C ). This synchronization occurs even between colonies of unrelated genera (e.g. Candida mogii and Rhodotorula glutinis) suggesting a universality of the ammonia signalling system [14] . The volatile nature of the signal is an advantage in natural settings where various barriers have to be overcome.
Cell death and metabolic colony differentiation
Ammonia production and metabolic adaptation are accompanied by the initiation of colony cell diversification to different cell subpopulations, resulting in marked horizontal colony differentiation [12, 20] . The horizontal differentiation is characterized by the formation of central and margin cells differing in their physiological properties and consequent fate. In the late first acidic phase, the colony cells apparently start to accumulate ROS, a clear consequence of respiration under conditions of nutrient exhaustion. Consequently, cells possessing early markers of apoptotic-like cell death start to occur throughout the whole colony population [20] . After the ammonia-induced metabolic reprogramming, margin cells begin to form progeny, which are characterized by a low level of ROS as well as low level of stress defence enzymes [e.g. activity of SODs (superoxide dismutases) and catalase]. These cells activate most of the adaptive metabolism [12] and remain viable over long periods. At the same time, the level of ROS in the central cell population gradually increases and these cells maintain a higher level of stress defence enzymes than margin cells. In addition, the level of late pro-apoptotic markers (e.g. the number of cells with fragmented chromatin) gradually increases within the central cell population [20] . These results suggest that the colony population regulates the dying of its cell constituents according to their position within the colony ( Figure 1D) . What is the function of such regulated cell dying of part of the central cell population? A clue is provided by the finding that removing the central part of the colony reduces the subsequent accrual of colony margin cells to approximately 75 % of its normal level [20] . This suggests that the central cell population may release compounds consumed as nutrients by outer cells, which are better adapted for survival and growth, and located in more propitious colony regions (Figure 2 ). The finding of some transporters, which may import nutrients exclusively to outer cells, supports this possibility. The regulated dying observed in the central cell population is not dependent on the presence of either yeast metacaspase Mca1p or Aif1p [20] , the yeast orthologue of the mammalian apoptosisinducing factor [21] .
Stress defence, differentiation and cell population longevity
The observed link between cell longevity and activation of the adaptive metabolism, together with the decrease in the presence and activity of stress defence mechanisms [13] , raised the question of what is more important for healthy population development, stress defence or adaptation? A recent study on the behaviour of colonies formed by strains lacking the stress defence enzymes catalase or SODs [8] sheds some light on these questions. Comparison of the physiology and survival of colonies formed by strains with the genes for stress defence enzymes cytosolic catalase Ctt1p, cytosolic SOD Sod1p and mitochondrial Sod2p individually knocked out revealed marked differences. While sod1 colonies produce ammonia, activate the adaptive metabolism and properly differentiate, sod2 colonies and partially also ctt1 colonies are unable to do so. Accordingly, sod1 colonies are as healthy as wt colonies, while sod2 colonies exhibited a deficiency in terms of long-term survival. In liquid cultures, however, the loss of Sod1p causes a pleiotropic defect of sensitivity to various stresses (both extrinsic and intrinsic), thus being more serious than the lack of the other two stress defence enzymes tested. In liquid grown cell populations, the Sod1p defect is usually overcome by a rapid accumulation of cells with suppressor mutations, leading to an increasing stress resistance of sod1 cells. In sod1 healthy colonies, however, the appearance of stress-resistant suppressants was not observed. These results clearly show that adaptive metabolic reprogramming leading to a natural decrease in stress is crucial for colony cell population development and long-term survival, while mechanisms directly removing ROS are not so important. Finding that the absence of mitochondrial enzyme Sod2p causes a similar colony phenotype as the absence of pleiotropic transcription regulator Sok2p [18] , however, suggests that ROS homoeostasis and/or the presence of some enzymes balancing ROS level may be important in younger colonies in the acidic phase. They may participate, for example, in regulating the initiation of ammonia signalling and induction of metabolic reprogramming.
Vertical colony differentiation and further perspectives
The findings discussed above clearly document horizontal colony differentiation and the important functions of cells located in particular colony regions. Recent data, however, also revealed remarkable vertical colony stratification, i.e. they showed that particularly cells in the colony centre are not homogeneous, but organized into layers with distinct properties. The new two-photon confocal microscopy approach revealed a remarkable spatiotemporal distribution of cells producing the ammonium exporter Ato1p within developing colonies as well as its synchronized production in neighbouring colonies [11] (Figure 1E ). In addition, the presence of distinct cell layers containing cells undergoing the meiotic programme and sporulation was observed within the colonies of various diploid strains [9, 10] .
The implementation of new techniques for studies of the spatiotemporal development of native colonies and in situ localization of cells with distinct physiology [10, 11] thus opened a new field of yeast population investigation which will presumably shed new light on the fascinating world of multicellular microbes in the near future. In addition to new findings in the field of fundamental research of these primitive forms of multicellularity, understanding the molecular principles of yeast organization, differentiation, aging and adaptation are crucial for the subsequent development of strategies in the fight against their pathogenic forms and biofilms invading various surfaces.
